MAIN MENU SELECTIONS
CLASSICALLY HOT COOKED ITEMS
We have all the classics hot items from Bacon, eggs, sausage
links, and toast create one of the most requested breakfast meals
we offer. Paired with a cup of rich coffee, it’s the dish that makes
for a great morning.

WEEKEND
BREAKFAST
BUFFET

OTHER MENU SELECTIONS
BREAKFAST POTATO’S GALORE
Brown and toasty, the breakfast potato are sure to satisfy.
Top them off with some salsa for a kick.

PROFILE

YOGURT BAR

At Spring’s Bistro + Bar, our restaurant
and full-service bar has all the
American classics you are accustomed
to with a few twists. We offer
outstanding food, catering service and
a weekend breakfast buffet in a
casual setting while maintaining an
upscale atmosphere. Whether you
choose our classic mouthwatering
steak, signature drinks or house made
deserts, you are guaranteed lasting
memories & something to satisfy
everyone's appetite.

A fresh new day deserves an equally inspired breakfast. Create
your own parfait with crunchy granola, creamy yogurt, nuts and
bursting-with-flavor berries.

HOT OATMEAL
Warm and satisfying, oatmeal is a morning favorite. Top yours
with a splash of milk, a bit of fruit and maybe some brown sugar
& raisins.

HOT & COLD CEREAL SELECTION
Which to choose from our satisfying classic bowl of cereal? Have
a little of each and top them off with a splash of milk, a bit of
brown sugar, pecans, almonds and maybe some fruit, and you're
good to go

THE BREAD BASKET
Warm and satisfying, try or versify of breads from, croissants,
muffins, bagels & rustic breads. Try one of seasonal jam spreads
with some butter.

CONTACT
PHONE:
512-392-1000

F&B DIRECTOR
ANGEL RAMIREZ
105 BINTU DR.
SAN MARCOS, TX 78666
PHONE:
512-805-1000
EMAIL:

THE SWEET BREAD BASKET
Try one of seasonal sweet breads from Danish’s, mini doughnuts
& a verity of muffins.

EXT: 614

fbm@holidayinnsanmarcos.com

WEBSITE:
SPRINGSBISTRO.COM

EVERY SAT & SUN MORNING
SPRING’S BISTRO + BAR

